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about me
Hi my name is Nicole, nice to e-meet
you! I am a 23-year-old travel blogger
from Boston, Massachusetts. I recently
graduated with a double major in
Communications and International
Studies with a minor in Marketing, and
am currently a MBA Candidate at the
College of Charleston. In my free-time, I
enjoy writing for my blog, The Abroad
Blog, and releasing new episodes of my
podcast, The Abroad Pod. I've been
fortunate to live abroad at an age much
younger than most (twice actually!) and
hope to inspire others with my stories,
photos, and recommendations.

stats

FOLLOWERS LOCATION:
45% United States
10% India
6% United Kingdom
3% Canada
2% Australia

INSTAGRAM STORIES:
650 average story views

IMPRESSIONS:
1.5K+ likes on my top photo
20K impressions on my top photo
25K average weekly IG impressions
10K average monthly blog views
500K+ blog impressions overtime
150K+ monthly Pinterest viewers

TOTAL FOLLOWERS:

5K
150K
250

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHIC:
65% female
35% male
18-34 years average age

ENGAGEMENT:
600 average likes per photo
150 average comments per photo

let's
collab

Instagram Post
With each post reaching up to 20K impressions and weekly
impressions of over 25K - I can provide you with beautiful
imagery where the brand is tagged and mentioned in the
caption. My posts have been reposted by several accounts
including @officialcollegetourist, @girlstravellingsolo,
@wearetravelgirls, @readysetjetofficial, @boston.travel,
@florence.travel, and @catalinaislandgolfcart.

Instagram Stories
Content Creation
Blog Post + Pinterest Cross-Promotion
With over 500K+ blog impressions and being named one of the
top 20 lifestyle blogs in Boston by Feed Spot, The Abroad Blog
is a wonderful way to shine light on a property, country or
product. It allows for a more in-depth look and personal
testimony from me. Blog posts are also cross-promoted on
Pinterest which generates 150K+ monthly viewers and is
growing rapidly as I strategically drive more traffic to my blog.

past
projects

Brand Collaborations
Aloft Hotels
Global Experiences
The Adventure Challenge
Mapiful
Notso Hostel
Hamilton Turner Inn
Experience Grand Rapids
Visit Milwaukee
Canopy by Hilton
Tesalate
Visit Yellowstone Country
Red Cliffs Lodge
Staypineapple
Yotel NYC
Enjoy the Wood
Charlotte Berger PR
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